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PROCESS OF EVOLUTION THEORY CLUSTERING IN POLAND AND IN THE WORLD

Анотація. Кластери є особливою формою організації виробництва. У тісному просторі існують компанії, 

що працюють гнучко, запускаючи додаткову діяльність. У літературі з даного питання таке поняття було за-

пропоновано у ХІХ столітті Альфредом Маршаллом, який зауважив, що потік знань, спеціалізація виробництва 

і послуг, а також спеціалізація робочої сили визначають кластерний розвиток. Його концепція була змінена те-

оретиками і практиками економічного життя: Френсісом Перроуксом, Еріком Даменом і Майклом Портером. 

Сьогодні в результаті перетворення кластера ми можемо спробувати визначити деякі кластерні типи: тра-

диційні, технологічні, концентричні, інституційні, супутниковий зв’язок, мережі та інші. Ми можемо також 

помітити, що державні органи центральної і (навіть більше) місцевої влади запроваджують інструменти сти-

мулювання, які виникають з кластерів, для того, щоб спонукати інновації та співпрацю в регіоні.

Ключові слова: кластер, конкурентоспроможність, організація, структура кластера.

Summary. Clusters are a specific form of production organization. In close space there are companies operating 

flexibly, running complementary activity. In the literature of the subject such concept was proposed in 19th century 

by Alfred Marshall, who noticed that flow of knowledge, specialization of manufacturing and services as well as work 

force specialization determine of cluster development. His concept was modified by theoreticians and practitioners 

of economic life. They were: Francis Perroux, Erik Dahmen, and Michael Porter. Currently, as a result of cluster 

transformation we can try define some cluster types: traditional, technological, concentric, institutional, satellite, net 

and others. We can also notice that public authorities of central, and (even more) local levels introduce instruments 

stimulating arising of clusters in order to prompt innovation and cooperation of the region.

Key words: cluster, competitiveness, organization, cluster structure.

Introduction. Emerging of the term of cluster in 

subject literature and later the concept of cluster rea-

ches 19th century. Phenomena, which sets is identified 

nowadays under the idea of cluster appeared for the first 

time in researches led by a renowned British economist, 

professor of the University of Cambridge, creator of de-

mand elasticity theory Alfred Marshall. In 1879 a book 

titled ‘Industrial Economy’ was published, written to-

gether with his wife, Mary Paley, one of the first women 

lecturing economy at a higher school. But everybody 

assumed «Principles of economics’ as his work of life, 

published in 1890. Other essential works are: Pure theo-

ry of foreign trade’, ‘Pure theory of internal value’, ‘In-

dustry and trade’ and ‘Money, credit and exchange’ [1]. 

He noticed that in industrialized parts of Great Britain 

(called by him industrial districts) are gathered firms of 

similar or identical activity character. In this phenome-

non he noticed processes which can be source of profit 

coming from cooperation between competing com-

panies of similar or identical activity profile. In 1950s 

appeared concepts of increase zones by Erik Dahmen, 

theory of increase poles by Francoia Perroux larger de-

scribed by Professor Łukasz Czuma in a book: ‘François 

Perroux’s theory of harmonized growth and economic de-

velopment of northern Italy’ saying for the first time that 

regional growth can be stimulated by so called increase 

poles. These poles can be from one side some branches 

or companies, characterized by high development dy-

namics and high production scale and numerous links 

with other production branches. From the other side 

the increase poles can be some local communities,.., 

standing out because of entrepreneurship and innova-

tion, stimulating development in regional scale [2]. For 

the first time the term ‘cluster’ was used by American 

professor of the Harvard Business School, world ex-

pert in strategy organization and competition, author 

of 16 books and over 75 publications in competition, 

competition strategy and international competitiveness 

Michael E. in a book. ‘The Competitive Advantage of 

Nations’ (1990). According to definition of Michael 

E. Porter ‘industrial clusters are a geographic concen-

tration of competitive companies in associated sectors, 

linked together economically, sharing the same abilities, 

technologies and infrastructure’.

Both in Polish as well as foreign literature on this 

subject there is a lot of similar terms concerning clu-

ster. In Polish literature apart from English term of 

clusters there are functioning its Polish equivalents 

like: circles, industrial associations and transferred 

from French — local production systems (French: sy-

stemes productifs locaux).

In literature, besides digressions over terminolo-

gical definition of the concept there are functioning 

simultaneously many definitions do cluster. The situ-
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ation is additionally complicated by existence of many 

theoretical concepts more or less convergent with clu-

ster concept for example: industrial district, regional 

innovation systems, innovative net etc [3].

It is possible to indicate typology of Meyer-Sta-

mer [4], of the British Department of Trade and Indu-

stry (DTI) [5], OECD [6], Wikipedia [7].

The biggest cluster development axles divide them 

into two essential groups:

— technology clusters — linked with a chain of 

added value, strongly oriented on high technology, 

maintaining close connections with science and rese-

arch centres, often emerging from them; such a cluster 

is for example Silicon Valley;

— traditional clusters (historical) — based on 

science developed for many years or even generations; 

their technological connections and contacts with re-

search sector are limited; an example are vineyards of 

Bordeaux region in France or Swiss watch industry.

The other commonly used one is division into:

— net clusters (industrial districts)

— concentric clusters (Hub & Spoke)

— satellite clusters (production branch)

— institutional clusters (anchored around an in-

stitution) [8].

In 2002 Institute for Research of Market Eco-

nomy led a research aiming at cluster identification 

in Poland. The research was an introduction to ana-

lysis of potential and development opportunities for 

cluster structures in Polish economy. At the moment 

we can find a series of reports being results of more or 

less detailed analysis both in micro- (concerning par-

ticular regions) as macroeconomic scale (concerning 

the whole country and even continent). The analyses 

let identify locations of economic activity centres and 

evaluation of their advancement level, barriers and 

opportunities in development of cluster structures in 

Poland [9]. An example of this kind of work is a report 

under scientific supervision of Prof. Bogusław Plawgo 

from 2007 constituting a detailed, over 500 page analy-

sis of cluster structure development in eastern Poland.

1.1. Cluster structures
Basing on different definitions, we can define 

common characteristic and discriminating features 

which make cluster different form other forms of pro-

duction organization: space concentration — inte-

ractivity — interconnection — common development 

trajectory — competition and cooperation.

A cluster is a structure which enables information 

flow, it promotes learning processes and stimulates in-

novation. Functioning of cluster leads to improvement 

of competing abilities of economic entities participa-

ting in it. Yet cluster is not a simple sum of particular 

subjects, but a spatial form of production organization 

arisen as a result of interaction and synergy, increasing 

elasticity and competitiveness [10].

Into a cluster net, besides companies, there are 

also included other institutions and organizations, such 

as scientific centres, research and development units or 

private organizations. It liberates significant innovative 

potential of such organizational and spatial form of in-

dustry. Mutual relations of particular subjects often have 

informal character and are based partly on high rotation 

of staff inside the cluster. Numerous interconnections 

between cluster subjects caused they follow the same 

development trajectory. The phenomenon of the clu-

ster is decided by: space concentration, simultaneous 

competition and cooperation and the earlier mentioned 

common development trajectory [11].

Net clusters
A typical net cluster consists of a net of compa-

nies in the same or similar production sector, charac-

terized by possibility of fast adaptation to changing 

market and various requirements through coopera-

tion and using modern technologies. The companies 

in a cluster use advantages unattainable for other 

companies, for instance access to local knowledge 

and labour market, low transportation costs, resour-

ces of flexibility, trust and cooperation and local in-

frastructure, which supports specialized sales, servi-

ces and net of suppliers. Most often cited examples 

of net clusters are Silicon Valley, Boston (Route 128) 

and northern Italy. An important feature discrimina-

ting clusters of net type is lack of a single central po-

int, around which companies are gathered — there is 

rather a differentiated base of companies.

Hub and spoke clusters
Hub and spoke type clusters are characterized 

by existence of big companies, around which a  net of 

suppliers and services is anchored. Small companies 

are often linked with a dominant company through 

a supply net. Advantages of neighbourhood with big 

companies influence attraction of smaller businesses. 

Opposite to net clusters, big companies dominate in 

relations between businesses. Interactions result more 

from relations within frames of supply than from in-

novativeness sharing. Financial and business services 

are fitted to needs of dominant companies, and labour 

market is less flexible than in net cluster. The advan-

tage and profit of the region depends on the company 

or dominant industry, and it can hinder the ability of 

change adoption. There is a possibility of fragmenta-

tion of concentric clusters. Localization region of a big 

company can be a trunk, while other regions are only 

production branches. Clusters w hich are spokes for 

a hub can be named satellite clusters. In such region 

only minimum of exchange and cooperation exists, 

and most relations are external production ones and 

other relations with the trunk. Labour markets are 

usually dependant on the company and are characteri-

zed by high migration rate to and from the cluster [12].

Institutional clusters
Institutional clusters, known also as state-ancho-

red clusters (arranged around public institutions) are 

dominated by public or non-profit entities, such as: 

R&D laboratories, universities, defence systems and 
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public administration. Large institutions attract supply-

ing circles expecting to satisfy their needs demands. An 

institution, comparing to other clusters plays strong and 

dominant role. Institutional clusters are generally outsi-

de oriented, answering first of all to demands of institu-

tions, which also can be outside oriented. Development 

of local entrepreneurship is of secondary meaning. Clu-

sters of this type, specially those dominated by a single, 

huge institution, can become dependant from a finan-

cial source of this institution.

Most often clusters arise spontaneously, as a 

result of local initiative than as effect of activity of 

public authorities. But more and more often public 

authorities use instruments  stimulating cooperation 

between local players in order to start mechanisms of 

cluster building. In less developed countries as Mexi-

co, because of lack of grass-root initiative resulting 

from fear of cooperation, with low market absorption 

level, cluster creation is inspired from the top by cre-

ation of public, local institutions aiming at stimula-

tion of innovation and cooperation.

Cluster creation can also be inspired by a university 

or other research and development centre, which exe-

cutes policy of net creation with local businesses. In this 

way for instance microelectronic cluster of Aix-Rousset 

in France [13] was created.

1.2. Clusters as a tool of innovation
Last years brought a significant increase in inte-

rest in clustering by the European Commission and  

member countries of European Union. This concept 

earned clear support both among theoreticians as well 

as practitioners, politicians and strategists of econo-

my. This caused increase in cluster numbers, intensi-

fication of researches on their development, national 

programmes of their mapping which led explicitly to 

emerging of policy based on clusters. This policy is 

implemented at various levels, from local to national 

and international, it is a tool to contribute in realizing 

ambitions goals set in the Lisbon Strategy.

A lot of publications underline, that the concept 

clusters constitutes a new way of thinking about cre-

ation of international and local economy and com-

petitiveness and attention is paid to potential benefits 

arising from their functioning. Analysis of current 

practice of clusters indicates the increase of productivi-

ty level. It is a result of access to specialised production 

factors, absorption and diffusion of innovativeness and 

dynamic increase of entrepreneurship. The existence 

of clusters contributes also to development of many 

positive social relations. Mutual cooperation leads to 

growing of mutual trust. The positive influence of clu-

ster on productivity, innovativeness, entrepreneurship 

transfers on competitiveness — education and holding 

a competitive advantage of the cluster. A cluster ge-

nerates a series of positive outer effects for its direct 

surrounding, i. e. region. It leads to transformation of 

cluster to regional innovation system characterized by 

effective absorption and creating process product and 

organization innovations. Thus cluster can become a 

peculiar motor of regional and national development.

1.3. Promotion of clustering idea
Last years brought evident increase of interest in 

clustering from European Commission and member 

states of the European Union. This concept gained a 

distinct support both from economy theoreticians as 

well as practitioners, politicians and strategists. This in-

terest caused increase in cluster number, research inten-

sification of their development, national programs for 

their mapping, which directly led to emerging of policy 

based on clusters. The policy is implemented on various 

levels, from local to international, and is a tool for re-

alization of ambitious goals set in the Lisbon Strategy.

In number of publications it was stressed that a 

cluster concept constitutes a new way of thinking about 

creation of international competitiveness of economy 

and it was stressed on potential benefits resulting from 

their functioning. The analysis of the current cluster 

policy indicates the increase of productivity level. It 

is a result of access to specialized production factors, 

absorption and diffusion of innovation and dynamic 

increase of entrepreneurship. The existence of clusters 

contributes also to development of many positive so-

cial relations. Mutual cooperation leads to increase in 

mutual trust. This positive influence of clusters on pro-

ductivity, innovation translates into competitiveness, 

innovation, entrepreneurship translates into competi-

tiveness — creating and maintaining of cluster advan-

tage in competitiveness. The cluster generates number 

of positive external effects for its direct surrounding 

i. e. region. It leads to converting of clusters into regio-

nal innovation systems characterized with effective ab-

sorption and creation of innovation in processes, pro-

ducts and organizations. Thus the cluster can become 

a specific motor of regional and national development.

Clusters are forerunners of structurally innovati-

ve economy and it is their way of functioning which 

lead to realization of economy based on knowledge but 

we need to eliminate Taylor’s approach to economic 

development. The symbiosis of entrepreneurship an 

knowledge is the future although stereotypes are usu-

ally hardest to break.

Robert Taylor was so fascinated by advantages of 

the assembly line that he stated unembarrassed to his 

employees: ‘…you arrive at work, so leave your brain in 

a cloakroom — you will not need it...’.

A big shock and breakthrough for the western 

world was a statement of a president of a great Japane-

se electronic company Konosuki Matsuchito at a me-

eting with industry businessmen from Europe in 1979.

‘...We will win and the industrial West will lose. 

Nothing can be done about it because you are carrying 

the cause of your defeat. Your organizations are taylo-

rian, but even worse, your heads are also this kind. You 

believe that for good functioning of your firms, you need 

to distinguish bosses and executors, these who thinks and 

those who make screws tight. We are post-taylorian and 
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we know that companies became so complicated that 

survival of a company in more and more dangerous, 

changing and competitive environment is so problematic, 

that it must every day mobilize all intelligence of every-

body, to have a chance to manage. For us management is 

an art to mobilize and include whole intelligence of eve-

rybody for good performance of a company. Because we 

have evaluated better new challenges of technology and 

economy, we know, that intelligence of a dozen techni-

cians is insufficient to cope challenges’.

But trying to put the western economy in Japanese 

way was a difficult task. One obstacle was a university mo-

del of the ‘ideal type of a company’ in a market economy 

with principal rule of external and internal autonomy 

and competitiveness principle. American managers and 

owners were simply difficult to reform. Unexpectedly 

the answer of American economy was born in garages 

of Silicone Valley. It occurred that groups of small but 

independent and highly evaluating their independence 

businessmen can realize big economic project. They can 

create new branches of economy. Thus the Silicon Valley 

started as Italian cluster of family businesses. The Silicon 

Valley became a competitor for Japanese ‘quality circles’ 

and wins this competition [14].

1.4. Models of cluster support in Poland
Currently we can identify two approaches to idea 

of clustering in Poland. The first one is understanding 

its phenomenon as a process. This approach is charac-

terized with total ignoring of influence of legal solu-

tions on creation of these gatherings needs for research 

of organizational models for net structure of inter-

connections existing in clusters. Its an official stand-

point of advisors of the Polish government supported 

by authority of the director of The Competitiveness 

Institute located in Barcelona, Kristofer Erlandsson. 

Supporters of such understanding of clustering do 

not see any development problems except for mental 

ones. The second approach (clustering as a project) 

treats clustering as a new way of including resources 

to economic turnover, competitive to partnerships and 

cooperatives. The cluster is to open possibility for pro-

duction in nest of stream systems through groups of 

independent economic subjects specialized in narrow 

number of technological processes [15].

At the end of theoretical considerations a que-

stion appears, what should be policy model for sup-

porting clusters in Poland? In spite of many years of 

experience in clustering in the world and relatively sy-

stematic knowledge, the answer is not simple. There 

is a need to analyze the reality of the Polish economy 

system, set challenges and localize threats and then try 

to answer the above question.

The reality of implementing of clustering in Po-

land are similar to all countries under system trans-

formation process. A good example is described in 

The Green Book of Cluster Development Initiatives 

a case of Slovenia, which implemented CBP [16] at 

national level. Dilemmas and problems of developing 

countries in clustering are first of all: businessmen’s 

lack of trust from to government initiatives, lack of 

experience in industrial cooperation, weakness of 

existing clusters, low knowledge of clustering, bar-

riers for business development (bureaucracy) and un-

certainty for long-term government engagement in 

the cluster development concept.

Essential condition of CBP development in Po-

land is identification of branches and their mapping. 

Researches of the Institute for Market Economy Rese-

arch implies significant dispersion of the part of bran-

ches, for instance agriculture, food and construction, 

those which are necessary for society functioning in 

every region. Part of them is characterized with high 

rate of concentration, mostly high level technology 

branches, for example pharmacological, IT, electronic 

and some traditional branches as leather, textile and 

clothing or furniture branches. The researches show 

also existence of unconscious elements of cluster sy-

stems, which proves that the process is essential fea-

ture of current economic development resulting from 

civilization development going with accelerating way.

The basic barrier for development of cluster sy-

stem in Poland is a weak inclination of businessmen 

to cooperate with other businessmen and institutions 

and organizations gathering business people. Breaking 

this mental barrier is an essential condition of develo-

pment in clustering. There is no conscience, that in 

countries with long free market tradition these orga-

nization have essential impact on shaping of the state 

economic policy and this way create also the character 

of European Union. They have also a key influence on 

promoting clusters, they often are their initiators.

The next area of interaction in a cluster is coope-

ration of businessmen with science spheres. Intensity 

of this cooperation differs depending on influence of 

modern technologies and innovations on economic 

result. The basic reasons of limited cooperation are its 

high costs so only strong subjects can stand it. Small 

and medium companies are forced to buy ready solu-

tions, their imitations, or compete through low costs. 

The significant cooperation barrier is limited informa-

tion transfer between companies and science society. 

This limitation has a system character, there is no con-

vergence between business and science world.

Important meaning for cluster development has 

cooperation or rather policy of support of this initiati-

ve by public government, both on central and self-go-

vernment level. This support consists on creating at-

mosphere, removing bureaucratic barriers and creating 

conditions for economic activity based on clusters.

The last link of development policy based on 

clusters is cooperation of business associations and 

technology transfer centres. Here, the essential part is 

coordination and information about offered services, 

mainly their quality.

Fighting the above analyzed problems constitute 

the essence of success CBP idea in Poland.
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The optimal solution for Poland in clustering is 

two stage model. It assumes creating regulation frames 

and support mechanisms on national and regional le-

vels. In the region the problem would be subjected to 

voievodship self-government. Such formulated CBP 

should be flexible enough to realize effective execution 

of over-regional projects (the cluster has a functional 

character and does not have to be limited to admini-

strative borders).

The ranking of clusters and allocation of finan-

cial means for their support should be a result of a 

democratic choice of self-government, although 

public policy has a right to prefer certain branches. 

The role of self-government should be of catalytic 

character. The leader of changes should be private 

sector. The role of public authority is only to inspire 

these initiatives.

The realizations of proposed solutions need cer-

tain financial means from central budget, as well as 

from structural means of the European Union. The 

priority should stay with consortium projects — gathe-

ring at least some economic subjects [17].

Conclusion
In conclusion we can notice and state that in-

dependent of which type of cluster we deal with, net, 

concentric or institutional, one of the most impor-

tant determinants of their creation and development 

is innovativeness, understood as ability to transfer in-

novation into material reality [18], by transformation 

of a creative idea into a useful product, service or way 

of operation.

Development of innovation in Poland in last over 

ten years reaches bigger significance. An occasion to it 

is made by European Union propagating building of 

economy based on science. The Lisbon Strategy re-

flects the innovative strategy of the European Union, 

initiating a new innovation policy from 2000, and 

providing balance economic growth and consistency 

inside EU.

Innovative actions generate real profits not only 

for a company itself, but also for local environment 

and hyper-local one on condition that these actions 

are treated as a continuous process taking into account 

knowledge and technological progress from its activity 

area. Such activities lead to provision of ideas for in-

novation, development of innovative solutions, testing 

and implementing of innovations, their promotion 

and preparation to sale, creation of new applications 

basing on previously implemented innovations.

It must be remembered that leading of innova-

tion activities is associated with allocation of relatively 

high financial means, that is why a lot of companies 

seeks opportunity to maintain competitive position 

of in entering net organization, which realizes inno-

vation processes by mutual spreading of expenditures, 

knowledge and experience. Partnership in a net brings 

mutual profits. Common assets and market opportu-

nities are used which in effect generate higher revenue.

Many clusters seek chances in this ‘new‘ form of 

cooperation, to get necessary knowledge, in associa-

tion with other companies as well as with territorial 

self-government units, about potential and resources 

of the region, thus creating complex tourist product. 

Such created model of cooperation does not exclu-

de from one side competition behaviour and coope-

ration from the other side, leading to appearance of 

synergy effect in social and economic sphere. This ef-

fect is an object of direct interest of the environment, 

in which the cluster functions, because it has a di-

rect influence on the way and quality of environment 

where it is located.

The presented analysis of cluster development is 

reflection on experience within this range and is also 

a try to forecast its development for the coming years.
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INFLUENCE OF SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES ON UNEMPLOYMENT IN POLAND

Анотація. Ідея створення адміністративно відмінних особливих економічних зон в Польщі була пов’язана 

з намаганням структурувати безробіття в регіонах, особливо вражених цим явищем. 90-ті роки є періодом, 

коли багато польських компаній в контакті з ринковою економікою та зовнішньою конкуренцію не витри-

мали випробування часом. Технологічна відсталість і низька ефективність виробництва стали причиною 

того, що багато польських підприємств повинні були припинити свою діяльність, що призвело до величезного 

зростання безробіття. Одна з ідей, щоб зменшити цю проблему і підтримати менш розвинені регіони, поля-

гає у створенні особливих економічних зон, тобто адміністративно розділених частин Польщі, призначених 

для запуску економічної діяльності в більш вигідних умовах. Метою цієї статті є спроба оцінити особливі 

економічні зони як інструмент втручання в ринок праці. Крім того, у цій статті розглянуто історію та 

принципи інвестування у спеціальні економічні зони в Польщі.
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Summary. The idea of creation of administratively distinctive special economic zones in Poland was linked with 

attempt to create structural unemployment in regions specially stricken with this phenomenon. 1990s are a period, in 

which a lot of Polish companies in contact with a market economy and outside competition could not stand the test of 

time. Technological backwardness and low production efficiency caused that many Polish businesses had to collapse, 

what resulted in huge rise of unemployment. One of ideas to soften this problem and support of the less developed regions 

was to create special economic zones i. e. administratively separated parts of Poland designated to run economic activity 

in more profitable conditions. The goal of this article is an attempt to evaluate special economic zones as instruments of 

intervention in the labour market. Additionally in this article there was introduced a history and principles of investing 

in special economic zones in Poland.
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Introduction
The idea of creating special economic zones as se-

parated areas within the territory of the country with spe-

cial conditions for economic activity, was present already 

in Roman times (beginning of free ports), and late in Me-

dieval Ages (Hanseatic League). The first economic zone 

in the present meaning of this word was duty-free zone 

of Puerto Rico, founded in 1951 [1]. From 1970s the 

idea has found broad application in many regions of the 

world, specially in developing countries of South-East 

Asia, and recently in countries of the former Eastern 

Bloc. According to estimates of the World Bank, over 

the world there are 3000 areas with free zone charac-

ter. Investing prompts offered in free zone are among 

others: tax reduction or exemption, possibility for 

increased amortization and investment grants. Accor-

ding to assumptions, free economic zones should at-

tract direct foreign investment, and resulting from them 

with increase of export in national trade balance as well 

as creation of the new working places.

In Poland SSE arose in 1990s and was linked 

with an attempt to lower structural unemployment 
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